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 7th January 2022 

 
 
Dear Parents/ Carers, 
 
Happy New Year and welcome to 2022. This term’s newsletter aims to give you an outline of the intended 
work in Year 5. There is nothing more important to a child than to know that their parents are really 
interested in their work. Having good conversations about what we do at school is a great way to 
encourage your child’s learning and we hope that this letter helps enable that.  
 
Reading 
This term our class text will be Shadow by Michael Morpurgo, a moving and thought-provoking novel that 
follows the journey of a young boy and his mother as they flee war-torn Afghanistan and seek asylum in the 
UK. The text raises many relevant issues, and we will discuss and reflect upon these in a sensitive and 
thoughtful manner throughout. We will be working on being able to answer questions using the ‘APE’ model 
(Answer it, Prove it, Explain it), as well as summarising, sequencing, making inferences and understanding 
the context of the novel. 

 
Spelling  
Please note a change in day for when spellings will be handed out and tested:  
New spellings will be given out on a Monday and tested on a Friday. Children must therefore remember 
to bring their spelling folders in every Friday. They will be marked and kept in school over the weekend 
ready for new spellings on a Monday. Thank you for your support with this. 

 
Writing 
This half term, we will be focusing on journal and diary writing. Using stimulus texts such as The Children of 

Winter, we will be working towards creating a diary in the character of a medieval citizen. This links to our 
topic work where we will be studying the Black Death and as we learn about the symptoms, cures and 
beliefs surrounding the plague, we can use this to bring our medieval diary entries to life.  
 
After half term, we will be spending time looking at the structure of poetry and how to write our own poems. 
Throughout our writing sessions we will continue to use various forms of punctuation and grammar, a 
variety of different sentence types and we will focus on using exciting and higher level vocabulary. 

 
Maths 
We will be continuing to follow the ‘Maths – No Problem!’ scheme and this term in Year 5 we will be 
covering the following units: 
 
Fractions: 

 To divide whole numbers to create fractions; to create mixed numbers and improper fractions when 
dividing whole numbers. 

 To write improper fractions and mixed numbers using a number line and pictorial methods. 

 To find equivalent fractions using pictorial methods. 

 To compare and order fractions using the pictorial method. 

 To compare and order improper fractions using the pictorial method. 

 To compare mixed numbers using pictorial representations; to find common denominators where 
one fraction is already the common denominator for all fractions in the question. 
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 To make number pairs (number bonds) with fractions with different denominators. 

 To add unlike fractions by finding a common denominator using pictorial methods. 

 To add together unlike fractions where the sum is greater than 1, creating mixed numbers or 
improper fractions. 

 To add unlike fractions which create improper fractions and mixed numbers that give rise to 
simplification. 

 To subtract fractions with different denominators; to subtract fractions from whole numbers. 

 To subtract fractions where the denominators are not the same; to use bar models as a key strategy 
for subtracting fractions. 

 To subtract fractions and mixed numbers from mixed numbers with different denominators. 

 To multiply fractions by whole numbers creating other fractions, mixed numbers or improper 
fractions. 

 To multiply fractions by whole numbers where the product is an improper fraction or mixed number. 

 To multiply mixed numbers by whole numbers, creating larger mixed numbers. 

 To multiply mixed numbers by whole numbers in multi-step word problems. 
 

Decimals: 

 To write decimal numbers. 

 To read and write decimals. 

 To read and write decimals. 

 To compare tenths and hundredths written as decimals. 

 To order and compare decimals. 

 To compare and order decimals of amounts. 

 To write fractions as decimals. 

 To add and subtract amounts in decimals. 

 To add and subtract decimals; to add and subtract amounts in pounds and pence. 

 To add and subtract amounts in pounds and pence. 

 To add and subtract decimals; to add and subtract amounts in pounds and pence. 

 To add and subtract decimals to find the smallest possible sum and difference. 

 To add and subtract decimals; to find number pairs that add up to 1. 

 To add and subtract the perimeter of an object using decimals. 

 To round decimals to the nearest whole number; to round numbers to nearest tenth. 
 
Percentages: 

 To compare quantities; to compare fractions, decimals and percentages; to convert fractions to 
decimals and percentages. 

 To convert values of an amount into percentages; to convert fractions into percentages. 
 
Geometry: 
 

 To know the names and qualities of acute, right, obtuse and reflex angles. 

 To measure angles using a protractor. 

 To draw, measure and add angles using a protractor. 

 To measure angles using a protractor; to identify two angles which add up to 180 degrees on a 
straight line. 

 To investigate angles that, when combined, make 360 degrees. 

 To draw angles using a protractor. 
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 To draw lines and angles with a high level of accuracy. 

 To describe the sides and angles of both rectangles and squares. 

 To investigate the angles of various quadrilaterals, including squares and rectangles. 

 To solve problems involving angles in rectangles. 

 To use our understanding of angles to solve problems. 

 To investigate regular polygons. 
 
 
We will also be continuing with our daily 15 minute fluency sessions with two of these each week being 
focused on times tables. By the end of Year 5, your child is expected to know all of their times tables at 
speed and this is an area which you can help us with. The secret to success with fluency is practising little 
and often and every half-term children are encouraged to practise a specific area relating to fluency at 
home. 
 
The at-home fluency focus for this half term is: 

 I can round any number up to 1,000,000 to the nearest 10, 100, 1000, 10,000 and 100,000 and can 
round decimals with two decimal places to the nearest whole number and to one decimal place. 

 
After half term, the focus will be: 

 I know decimal number bonds to 1 and 10. I can double and halve decimal numbers with one 
decimal place. I know what must be added to any four-digit number to make the next multiple of 
1000. 

 
For further guidance with this, please see the information at the end of this letter.  
 
Science 
This term in Science we will continue to study ‘Life Cycles’. After half term we will be studying ‘Changes 
and Reproduction’. This will include growth, pregnancy and puberty. This is a great way to introduce the 
children into a series of ‘Sex Education lessons’. Any queries please feel free to come and see us. 

Project 
This term we will be diving into the world of 14th century Britain with our project called ‘Princes, Peasants 
and Pestilence’. This half term we will be investigating the Black Death and after half term we will move on 
to studying knights, the feudal system and relevant aspects of local history. Our artwork will also be linked 
to this project. Project homework will be given out as per usual and given the amazing standard of last 
term’s project work, we are very much looking forward to what will be produced this time round!  
 
P.E. 
Our P.E sessions this term will be every Monday and Wednesday. We are very excited to have been able 
to borrow the Jersey Fencing equipment for this term for our Monday lessons. The Wednesday session will 
be netball.  On Wednesday afternoons, your child will also be encouraged to run for ten minutes as part of 
our ‘Weekly Mile’ initiative.  
 
ICT/Computing 
In ICT/Computing the children will be: 

 Creating simple spreadsheets. 

 Using a spreadsheet to create simple equations. 
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French 
The children will be taught: 

 To recognise and write the name of classroom equipment. 

 To be able to recognise, say and write numbers from 1-12. 

 To be able to say and write where you live. 

 To be able to understand and use the vocabulary relating to different items of clothing. 

 To be able to ask what items of clothing someone puts on and to be able to reply accordingly. 

 To be able to ask what items of clothing someone is wearing; and to be able to reply accordingly 

 To be able to write their name, where they live, the rooms in their house, their birthday, their 
favourite colour and pets that you like and dislike. 

 To be able to recognise and to use the numbers up to 59. 

 To be able to understand and use the words for a range of fruits and vegetables  

 To be aware of the importance of the outdoor market in the life and culture of the French. 

 To be able to understand and use a range of words for breads and cakes. 

 To learn about the different sorts of shops which sell bread, cakes, sweets and ice-creams.  

 To be able to buy different flavours of ice-cream. 

 
Music 
The children will be taught about Medieval, Renaissance and Baroque music. They will create and perform 
a piece of music in the style of a Medieval chant. They will use the Renaissance concept of ‘word painting; 
in a composition and they will compose a piece of music in the style of a Baroque Toccata and Fugue. 

 
Please feel free to contact us at any time if you have any questions or concerns regarding your child. We 
are a partnership and by working closely together we can ensure that your child will be receiving the best 
possible support to move their learning forward. 
 
We are looking forward to another happy and successful term. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
Ms Huelin and Ms Jansen 
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Fluency: 
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